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**Title:** CPAD508 SMA(M)-BNC(F) ADAPTER

**Company:** Excellent Integrated System Limited

**Part Number:** 29-3855

**Description:**

**NOTES:**
1. BNC IMPEDANCE: 50 OHM NOMINAL
2. PRODUCT SHOULD BE RROHS COMPLIANCE
3. TECHNICAL DETAIL: REFER TO EMERSON DOCUMENT P/N 27-0000

---

**Schematic Diagram:**

- SMA plug with BNC jack adapter
- Reference Designation: CPAD508
- Diagram shows dimensions and tolerances
- Reference Requirements: 08-31-09

---

**Technical Details:**

- Made from brass nickel plated materials
- Continuous quality control, RoHS compliant

---

**Controlled Document:**

- P/N: 29-3855
- Rev: 01
- Date: SEP 14, 09
- Rel’d Date: 09.08.09

---

**Drawing Information:**

- Drawn by: GARY.ZHG
- Checked by: LINDA.WU
- Approved by: THOMAS
- Date: 08-31-09

---

- Dimensions shown in millimeters (mm)
- Tolerances and Angles listed
- Drawing produced by computer, do not scale or update manually

---

**Revisions:**

- Date: 08-31-09